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Thanks! And lots of white sauce on that please...

On amphetamines: love life.

Thanks enriched bleached wheat flower, nicely niacin.

Thanks.

Oscillating ⇒
√
−1 = i ⇒ imagine osculating: To kiss he. Pithy, wanted to touch

lips. Pity.

Mildred Pummelhorse hyperventillating. Her thinking of her sister. 3 kids and. Under
fractal archweighs bald trees glisten in spring: she wrings her hands. Cellphone uncalled.

Breath slows.

Sweat beads.

From cedar hill walked west northwest water north boathouse east and eats.
Bethesda. What it means to be a fountain. She knows the fluid function. Surface
tension meeting gravity in droplet drops.
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Her sandwich wrapper: the carrot shred forgotten: coagulated in plastic crevice:
deposited in green-painted metal can. Feet moving her arm stretched: the weight of the
uneaten wasted carrot shred anchored her hands diaphanous plastic dove.

Fingers released—

carrot ensured —–

she let what would fly, fall.

Then: A sort of nothing moment where the coffee in the coffee cup membrane pen-
etrating the lecture congealed. Later squeezing into the elevator, human-filled carton,
faces, jackets, a green arm tattooed: filigreed with flowers, Eric Ossitech too big for his
body, checking both sides clears the lazer beam. Barely. Briefly, he feels our connect :
genetic, epigenetic, electromagnetic, septic.

Marisa Pondergrave wanting out. Tired of the. Needing a breath of. Empty coffee
cup taunt. Caffeine corralled energy wasted. A fountain of pointless. Pointedly. Pont?
NO EXIT Sartre screams in dull red from subways and theaters.
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Cardboard crackle vegetable chip tasted tasteless. She ate it.

Monique Pondemeyer pontificating. How when he leaves she can imagine him better.
How his eyelashes flashed. Smiling. Resilient youth. Nice things he did: carried cradle,
took trash, paused, deferential in the elevator. Denial. Not just a river in Egypt. But
also a river in Egypt. Close to the cradle of civilization. Civilization? Where?

When really Monique knows it was grainy claustrophobia and nothing more. Like
sand in your bed. Ought to take to the cleaners. Start over. Call her sister. The real
dramatic arc being how they got to know each others families. Left hand envelops right.
squeezes. releases. right hand envelops left. squeezes. holds.
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Eric is shy. He likes butternut squash. Five fingers on each hand used for counting
and touching. A structural engineer of gestures. He is gargantuan and delicate. Delicate
because he is gargantuan, not in spite of it. A friend of friend. Is friend too strong. You
were there that’s all. (But that is quite a lot).

What she gave was minor, even in a local sense. Not even her body. Her skin. Some
fraction of her allotted time. A small fraction. To want it back she would have to spend
it again. She would have to get back here from back there. Again. Hideous, Monique
thinks, and not from hardship. It has more to do with saliva. Musky smells. Clouds
turgid over slate earth. How many days it rained. How many days it didn’t rain. Ugh.

The agreement now, tacit, clear, she will leave. She will go to her sister. Oh and the
kids screams. Is that evolutionarily advantageous? It seems suicidal. Who could put up
with? Loves your own kids everyone. Mostly.

Wanting to avoid a scene, she prepares her taxes. Xerox. Light beam carcinogenic?
Copies. Her carbon stolen from trees. Who stole it from the air. Who stole it from our
lungs. Theft circle like taxes. To place a check mark which violates the perimeter of the
open square of input. Or to fill in the box. Fill in the box more ink more energy. Check
mark is daring. A civil disobedience of sorts. Swoosh escapes the square cage. Affronts
the government. She will file for herself and herself only this year.

Melissa Pumpernickel crestfallen. At ends loose and languid. A function which maps
food to feces. Animal. Then not animal. Easily she can blame him. Impossible to talk
to. Stern. Imperious. And also stupid thinking even streets go west. How long has he
lived here? But also intelligent. A number slicer on the command line. And also gentle.
Brought water. Prepared espresso to her liking.

He liking cherry tomatoes. The oral explosion. Juice. Jubilant sensation. Richness
experienced. The globular membrane of the seeds. Inseparable. As a child with a but-
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ter knife he tried to divide. Tomato seed jumped but never split; never relinquished
its gooey jacket. And he? Saying goodbye to Monica’s vagina. Her gooey glove gone.
Alone with the lonely convexity of men.

She loving Hemingway. Terse. Stated in understatement. Her favorite pair of jeans.
The butt clutch and ankle flare: ideal, minimal, curvaceously honest, but unostentatious.
Wore that Wednesday they first walked. Brooklyn’s promenade: skyscraper punctua-
tion. The grammar of lanky polygons. He noted that the glass tower tries to transcend
the phallus through translucence. She said the building wishes it were virtual. Dreams
of the jpeg: portable, mobile, ether. Instead the shame of bricks and ironworkers pen-
sions. The granular detritus of physical existence. The tremendous weight of being here
at all. (Unbearable).

Them crying in theaters. What Madison avenue knows about emotion may be wrong
but it is profound. The catastrophe of nachos. Not wanting to seem cheap. The nacreous
glow of molten butter.

“No popcorn thanks,”

“but don’t you want something,”

“but you said,”

“ok,”

“and,”

“but you were hungry,”

“I was.”

“ok, but I didn’t eat,”

“well I wanted to get it there,”

“but it,”

“five minutes,”

“or,”

“the bathroom is . . . ?”

“they also have Dots.”

Decision ends in greenbacks extended. Acned cashier clears his throat, looks longingly
at Marisa’s womb, and accepts Eric’s legal tender. Change given. Nachos purchased.

In stall Marisa winds the gossamer tissue on her forefinger. Pressing with index, mid-
dle and ring, she rings the toilet seat clean. Thinks briefly on the invisible. Something
small that can kill. Squats. Urinates. Rises. She looks at her xanthin creation. Extends
her hand to the toilet’s single silver ear. Pauses. Flushes.

Awaiting the motion picture and his darling, Eric sits with his enormous hands folded
on his lap.
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The morning after her father

Waiting for change. Nachos steaming quietly. Cashier shanked roll of pennies copper
blood. Gavel-permanent strike on plastic breaks paper. Cashier’s frizzy hair dances
dangles dampening in oscillation from the impact. Receipt flutters a paper bird in a
garbage bag, landing.

Also he took the bus and she imagined him on the bus. Oversized ankles, twin pillars
of suitcase temple. Black and white speckled pedestrian flooring. Dried juice rivers
in zebra turrets; veins of spilt coffee; hints of vomit. Mass transit’s strange desiccated
blood. Sneaker sticky skin. Sneaker sticky skin against Eric’s oversized rubber soles.
Electrically insulated but connected: interpenetrated: whole. She imagined him daily.
A ritual rooted in childhood. Fridays, her late morning, she packed his lunch. Hermetic
union of sandwich and wrapper.

The next day daddy going to work. Suspenders. Her dad gone.

Wool socks itchy. Mismatched partners in horror. Margaret examines her ankle.
Closely. Her scorched reticulated ashen skin. Her Bezier calves. One sock green, one
sock sea-green. Outside a horn sounds horrendously: hippopotamus murder. She checks
her email. Again. The lone bugle is joined by others. Saw teeth in the atmosphere
suffocating and rich, syncopated chorus of frustration. The house briefly becomes a
castle of sound: a sonic-walled bastion of Gotham’s growls. Then the sound that made
Margaret pause, straighten and listen is heard no more.

Eric arrives 3 minutes late on account of waiting at the Starbucks for his twin plastic
canisters. One rich in sugar and caffeine. Its pellucid cousin is replete pure bountiful
product of urban arteries: the mystery of oceans: the drama of thunderstorms: distilled:
contained in container: so tasteless so sweet: water.

Margaret eats four blackberries. 3 are plump. One has begun to glimpse the other
side of sucrose. Microbial arcology blooming. Piquant presence of microscopic life:
swallowed.

Ezra prefers cashews to almonds, but he’ll choose either over peanuts, anyday.

Mildred masturbates in the bath tub, bored.

Separated by irreconcilable similarities. Simple parity: How goes it? Fair eyes and
plenty. Now gone; no more; raven. Vulture culture. Fungal in the growth that comes
from death. Delights in decay. Mushroom hearted she looks to the future. Mandy can
be. Moving forward. Going for words: forgetting. Foreboding. For bitten fruit.

On empty stomach, distracted. Eric in the office. Spinal synapse firing for hunger.
Decision swings between acetylcholine or nor and epinephrine neurotransmitting. Fight
or Flight: Eat or Plight. Diet? Aspartame’s insipid mouth spasms. Like drinking tis-
sues, used tissues. He shudders, milkily. Mentally genuflecting to the benevolent bovine.
Whole generations of grown humans imbibing like calfs. Slurp. Eric’s preprandial anxi-
ety begs him to wait. He waits. Plight.
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Happily splashing Enrique passes children. Puddle wonderful poem opens his mind:
a fatty cleavage skyfacing. He receives the ascetic adrenaline. Mammalian molecules
for hibernation and starving, Ursa’s slumbering winter ends, snow-breaking in spring.
Splish splashy rejoicing. He thinks on the hallways of libraries: Gutenberg’s labyrinthian
brain. How science is a billion volume: Wow! Vocative astonishment.

At a stop light he wishes he could remember his time in utero. His fallopian philan-
dering. The now inverted-seeming trajectory out of a vagina, only to spend a life trying
to get back in a vagina.

Mckenzie combs and depilates. The scalp’s silken oven-warm strands, cooked gingerly
in scissor-hot device are kept. However, the sparse forests on her thighs, the wobbly
cacti of her legs’ dermal deserts are removed. A flexible razor blade embedded in a
T-shaped polymer scours her appendages. She presses firmly. Forests are levelled:
deserts destroyed. Cream-brown from a distance, her skin looks fresh-melted. Up close
it is a microscopic reticulate, an ecological web of microbes, a porous life-surface. Her
membrane constantly penetrated by virus and vibration. She is a thread of feeling
through which the world passes. She plucks another hair. This one from her third eye.
Her hirsute bindi. Her unibrow is less now.

Eric trades hours for money upon a polyester-bound rolling office chair. The buoyant
cotton against his bottom pushes. But the decaying sinusoidal oscillations the fabric
shock absorbers once offered, are now critically damped. He sits on softness hardened.
He thinks often. Upon the table a triangle rests: Eric’s elbows isosceles. His hands
meet: sausage fingers interlinked: joists under his giant jaw.
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At her wits end Mary calls her sister, Joanna:

“Hello”

“...”

“Marie?”

“...”

“Marie is that you?” Mandy’s nephew lizardly slithers to his mother, Mandy’s sister:
Jewlhana. Pulls her pant’s leg for attention: milk-missing. She squeals: “One second,
Ernie, I’m on the phone.”

“Hey.” Mandy manages.

“Hey?”

“Hey.”

“...”

“... [Erny stop].”

“...”

“Come over, we’ll make the bed.”

“ok.”

“Life goes on.”

“and that is the worst thing it does.”

“Mandy...”

“and he– Thanks, thanks, really... I’m gonna go.”

“Are you ok?– [Ernie...]” Her voice rises to her second born. “sweetie look, I know
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it sucks but...”

“You forget everyone.”

“Mandy–”

“Everyone: Dentists, birthdays, lovers. Until in Alzheimer abyss: forget yourself.
White wet spittle in the corners of your mouth. Our lives are comically short: funerals
in fast forward.”

Marie now wished to tell her sister that children murder. In time’s apocalyptic parade
we expire at the hands of our beloved young. They push us out. Their growth is our
decay. But these things she did not say.

“It doesn’t help talking like that. I will make the bed and you can stay in our old
room. We would love to have you.”

“ok”

“ok. Try not to think of him.”

“I live with him.”

“He wasn’t making you happy.”

“...”

“Sweetie we will always be here for you.”

“Thanks. I’m gonna go.”

“Mandy you’re gonna be fine.– [Earnee I mean it! Now!]”

“...”

“You sure you’re ok?”

“...,” Mandy weeps.

“Mandy– [Ur-knee Enough!]”

“...”

“Sweetheart, I have to go, I love you. Don’t worry. It will work out, see you soon,
baby.”

“...”

Click.

A Ford pickup truck emblazoned NYCHA sits parked, another of Detroit’s smug
buffalos slumbering. Under it’s Bezier hood is an explosion machine leveraging dinosaur
bones (life-carbon compressed as oil combusted by piston) but in it’s municipal-park-
green it seems unthreatening. Eric passes the truck but neither looks nor thinks about
it.

The jagged screams of glass-shattering sound.

“I fen to smack a bitch in here.”

“You watch yo fucking mowf mutha fucka.”

Children flow towards the altercation magnetized by its potential violence.

“Fight!”

“Dey gonna fight. Fight!”
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Enrique changes his trajectory. He becomes a young salmon resisting the vector field
attraction of the action. Children rush past him he pushes forward: an eye-shaped
opposition to the crowd. A river stone that water rushed over:

“Hold mah fuckn bracelets! Take my bracelets! Dis fuckn bitch gonna get fuckt the
fuck up.”

Dusk approached. Dusk arrived. Pink lemonadey clouds— stout lady passes: rapt.
Passerbuyers pass as well dull-eyed from forever fluorescing institutional corridors. Edi-
son’s 3am agora for rodents.
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Breathless at Burger King Johannah had believed her beloved. He importuned:

“Mommy dare is no toy in mine”

Deprived, without brightly colored polymer. Returning to the counter she is a momma
Grizzly raising her paws. Son threatened with want she will right their wrong. Her
ferocity is unnecesary. Magnanimous multinational unquestioningly quiescent delivers
another polymer, a waxy iridescent plop: petroleum convinced to become something
small, humorous and useless. Triumphant Juliana delivers to her deserving spawn.

She sits. She eats a Whopper. She thinks whop. She thinks terms and conditions
apply. She thinks warning phenylniacs contains phenylalaline. She leaves with her child.

Reflection in rear view mirror: her son blithely engaged with not one but two toys.
Her perfidious progeny. How did this spineless prawn escape from her cunt? A visceral
vibration strengthening then shattering in scream: “Ur-knee!”

Reflections in municipal ponds and bogs gazed glassily back at Eric and Mandy.
Even across dirty water light travels immaculate: carrying their faces to the surface and
back to their eyes. An accidental bog formed from cloud udder clogged gutters. In this
shallow pool: Eric and his darling silhouetted in a nocturnal royal purple. They looked
at their looks.
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Trigonometric vision of spinning. Sinusoidal decomposition in Fourier series. All
frequencies frequently repeating. She is seated in seat vibrating with machines. Dream-
ing a wave breaking. Dunes shiver in wind. Seen from below the sea-grasses are sky
needles wiggling. Broken crescent in fractal finger foam: absorbed by beach. Dark wet
sand fades bright in the sunlight. Her revelries are wave-broken by the laundry machine
beeping

Eric exits. Dosey doe[s] the door. ‘EXIT ONLY’ he reads. Yes egress. Out of one
of the Metropolitan Transit Authority’s abundant decussate black-metal-barred anuses,
he leaves.

Mandy meanders. She misses him. At the laundromat with laundry she inserts stocky
silver cylinders in the machines’ metal mouth. Glossy exterior belies the microbial man-
sions accumulated from so many human hands. Palm-out she pushes the metal tongue
inward. The washer gurgles on her quarters then swallows. Its Liquid Crystal Display
springs to life blinking ‘SELECT CYCLE’. In an instant of tender innocence her mind
reels. Years in circles— even the washing machine knows. Gingerly, she blinks. She
presses ‘NORMAL CYCLE’ and continues.
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